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Abstract
Nowadays under the dual challenges of  globalization and rapid urbanization in developing 
countries, many cities are faced up with large-scale demolition in urban redevelopment, partly 
due to the myopia of local governments and self-interest of private developers, which inevitably 
accelerates the diminishing of regional history and culture and the resulting serious trend of 
homogeneity in the cities. By introducing and developing the concept of cultural capital from the 
French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu, and taking the case of urban renewal planning of Jieguan 
Lane Historical District Project，Tengzhou City in Shandong Province, this article discusses a 
set of issues, following the analysis path of a logical progression through combining theory and 
case, including the fundamental value orientation in urban renewal and its planning, stimulating 
and utilizing urban historic space resources and urban cultural capital, and promoting the 
accumulation of cultural capital and its conversion to economic capital and other forms of 
capital with urban renewal planning as an effective approach, and ultimately contributing to the 
rational way of urban renewal. 
Introduction
Nowadays, under the dual challenges of globalization and rapid urbanization, many cities in 
developing countries are faced up with large-scale demolition in urban redevelopment, partly 
due to the myopia of  local governments and self-interest of  private developers, which 
inevitably accelerates the diminishing of  regional history and culture and the resulting 
serious trend of homogeneity in the cities around the world. How to rationally treat urban 
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renewal and reconstruction and form a persuasive theoretical analysis and practical path, are 
the topics what we attempt to explore and answer in the case of urban renewal planning of 
Jieguan Lane Historical District Project，Tengzhou City in Shandong Province.
Tengzhou locates in the south of Shandong Province. It is the most populated county-level 
city in Shandong with its comprehensive strength ranking 22nd in China’s Top Hundred 
Counties (& County-level Cities) in 2014. Due to its geographical location and commercial 
networks advantages, Tengzhou is also the country's largest vegetable distribution center and 
one of the major commodity distributing centers of South Shandong. As a four-tier city, 
Tengzhou is an important node in China’s cities network.
Tengzhou has a long history. It is the birthplace of  the ancient ancestors of  Shang 
Dynasty and the political, economic and cultural center along the Sishui River Basin. In 
addition, Tengzhou is the hometown of Mo-tse, the founder of ancient Mohist School, and 
LU Ban, the ancestor of civil craftsman. But unfortunately, there is almost nothing historical 
sites left in Tengzhou city currently.
Jieguan Lane Historical District, the site to be planned, is located in the central urban 
area of  Tengzhou City and in the north of  old Tengzhou Town. The site is roughly 
surrounded by four roads and streets, with a total area of 24.4 ha (Figure 1 1 ) ). It once was a 
part along the north-south “Official Broadway” in Tengzhou in history. Down from Yuan 
Dynasty, to the early years of the Republic of China, the “Official Broadway” became the 
north-south artery with a very advantageous geographical position and convenient traffic. 
According to historical records, the Jieguan Pavilion was just beside the “Official Broadway” 
to enter Tengzhou. The pavilion was built in Hongwu Years Ming Dynasty, which now has 
more than five-hundred-year history. The west-east road from the Jieguan Pavilion to 
Jieguan Hall was named as Jieguan Lane. It was the only path to Tengzhou for the travelling 
officials who went through, where they were welcome to the county yamuns. The Chinese 
word Jieguan means to meet and welcome the official(s). The lane remains till now. 
The urban renewal project of Jieguan Lane Historical District is a project to be implemented 
by Beixin Street Administration of  Tengzhou, aiming to achieve the goal of  “Cultural 
Tengzhou” initiated by the city government. The project will simultaneously work as a 
cultural project, hallmark urban construction project and specialty industry development 
project. The street administration and developers originally envisaged reconstructing the 
Jieguan Pavilion and surrounding buildings by imitating the Ming and Qing styles at the 
original site, and forming the Jieguan Lane Antique Culture Street. The municipal 
government approved the idea and further proposed that the site should be renovated as a 
historical district. When the project was commissioned to make a plan, the Jieguan Pavilion 
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and its annex were already under construction (Figure 2).
It can be found from the above background of the project that some issues involved in the 
urban renewal programme of Jieguan Lane Historical District in Tengzhou city are typical 
and representative in the present practice of urban construction. Thus the exploration on the 
renewal planning of this project is of great and universal realistic significance.
Figure 1　Site location of Jieguan Lane Historical District
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1. Value Orientation of Urban Renewal
Urban renewal is a natural process of urban development. Nevertheless, the value of urban 
renewal is critical, which will determine the way and approach of renewal, thus ultimately 
affect the results. Furthermore, how and by whom the values of  urban renewal will be 
established should be considered as well.
1.1 Massive Urban Physical Renewal 
In China's urban construction of recent three decades, urban renewal somewhat or most of 
the time means comprehensive reconstruction, with the old blocks pulled down in vast tracts 
and replaced by new high-rises and high-grade commercial real estates. The late British 
urbanist Sir Peter Hall (Hall, 2011) once talked about this phenomenon, when he made a 
comparison of  experiences and lessons between Chinese cities and their European 
counterparts of very different economic, social and cultural backgrounds, stating as follows:
On the other hand, the objective conditions are very different. European cities are typically 
long-developed, with a long history of conserving and preserving their historic built 
environment; China, with its equally venerable cities, has long shown greater enthusiasm for 
large-scale physical renewal.
Large-scale physical renewal is partly due to the myopia of local governments and self-
Figure 2　Status quo of the site and its spatial texture
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interest of private developers. During the massive renewal process, there is an intense game 
of political and economic interests of all parties among the administrators at all levels of the 
city (municipal, district, and street), developers, private owners and residents. Relocation or 
forced removal often becomes the unavoidable prerequisite, content and result of  urban 
renewal. The lawsuits are not uncommon in the eviction process brought by urban renewal, 
which somehow makes the urban renewal associated with “forced removal”, a label with 
some political overtones in the public's subconscious.
1.2 Public Cognition of the Value of Urban Renewal 
Then in the urban renewal, what kind of cultural, social and economic value orientations 
should be adhered to? How should different targets such as city image molding that local 
governments expect, economic profits that developers pursue, and improvement of living 
environment that residents hope for, make compromise with each other in the struggle and 
create a win-win situation in urban planning? A variety of  practical challenges and 
difficulties, including lack of  legislative protection, functional replacement under the 
economic interest-oriented mechanism, lack of funds, and interest conflicts, are left to face 
up to and deal with for urban renewal planning.
But in the social and public awareness, it is far from common sense that in urban renewal 
we should concern about historical and cultural values of specific areas of the city and more 
widely respect urban space and daily life, that is, to reach a consensus about the significance 
of  local history and culture and take it as a basic logic and normal approach in urban 
renewal and development. Even further, it could also involve the exploration of potential to 
associate with global historical and cultural value, which may not be necessarily applicable to 
most local cities. But it is not surprising for some cities to have such kind of  attempts. 
Because in the preservation of existing urban renewal, decision-makers of local governments 
are often driven by the motivation of  internationalization, trying to encourage tourism 
industry and carry out political campaigns through the influence of historical and cultural 
heritage preservation. However, their subsequent actions may often neglect the essence, and 
deviate from the original intention most of the time, thus contrarily leading to the sacrifice 
of local historical resources (Huang, 2006).
1.3 Technical Judgment of the Value of Urban Renewal 
While technically, there is difference in identifying of general urban historical and cultural 
resources or heritages. A lack of common understanding of heritage value also exists among 
different stakeholders. In the identification of historical preservation area, urban planners 
and planning officials tend to rely on their professional knowledge and subjective judgment. 
However, even in a professional community of planning a huge differentiation still exists. 
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The history cognition, value orientation, cultural quality and market awareness of this career 
group will affect the trend in development of certain areas and cities. And legal recognition 
is obtained with the corresponding planning through this professional group. But the lack of 
public cognition and professional evaluation, exploration and explanation of the interests of 
regional preservation, will inevitably lead to deviance in judgment.
The technical judgment of urban renewal value requires a dialectical and reasonable view 
of history, a multiple and inclusive view of value, cultural and art attainment, and urban 
planning and design theories as the base. Thus in the selected historical areas which are 
worth preserving, combining the feedback of local residents’ cognition and comprehensive 
social value, the technical judgment might represent the public cognition. Even so, this 
technical judgment is still a result based on subjective analysis.
It is precisely because of  the dual lacks or ambiguity of  value orientations of  urban 
renewal both in the public consciousness and at the technical level that leads to the 
accelerated disappearance of historical and cultural remains, aggravated imbalance of social 
structure and spatial distribution, and squandering of material resources in the practice of 
urban renewal for decades. 
1.4 Value Orientation in Renewal of Jieguan Lane Historical District
In the first round of renewal planning of Jieguan Lane Historical District, two plans with 
Figure 3　Two plans of the first round
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different value orientations were proposed (Figure 3). Plan One, holding the idea “to adapt 
ancient form for present-day use, and recreate the streets and districts’ prosperity”, proposed 
to demolish and reconstruct all the buildings along Jieguan Lane, Beiguan Street and Qianjin 
Street and preserved the internal residential district. According to this scheme, it would be 
less difficult both to create new street views and to implement. Plan Two, with the idea “to 
endow the old with the new, and extend the city’s vitality”, presented a small-scale renewal 
to avoid heavy demolition and construction, only dismantling some poor-quality buildings at 
the north of Beiguan Street and a small amount of residences along the streets. The rest of 
remaining buildings along the streets were preserved or appropriately renewed, ensuring at 
least one street facade was original along the main streets, which would well keep the original 
size and features of the district. As the case stood, the two plans in the first round separately 
have their own rationality and feasibility.  
To digress briefly, in the current discussion on planning theory, communicative planning 
has increasingly been associated with the success of planning. But this paradigm in practice 
is lurking in the premise that the participants have the related capabilities to communicate. 
Although we planners are inclined to uphold the rational historical value of small-scale 
renovation, quite a number of participants, including the developers, clung to the rational 
economic value of large-scale construction when discussing the two plans. Nevertheless, the 
major city leader, as the decision-maker(s) in urban construction, was more willing to show 
an attitude of internationalization in this project due to his exposure to the idea of respecting 
history and culture in urban renewal. After comprehensive comparison and balance, Plan 
Two was chosen for further development and the final plan was completed based on it.
2. The Introduction of Urban Cultural Capital 
During the planning period as well as the process of communication and decision-making, 
the introduction of the concept of cultural capital is one of the methods to help different 
stakeholders come to an identical value.
2.1 The Importance of Culture
As to the importance of culture, the French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu pointed out that, in 
the contemporary society, culture has penetrated in all areas and shot to the top of social life 
replacing such traditional factors as politics and economy. That is to say, the modern politics 
cannot resolve problems only by political means while the modern economy cannot keep 
active only relying on its own strength. Neither politics nor economy will be vibrant without 
massive intervention of  culture (Gong, 2009). But different from culture-led urban 
regeneration, which emphasizes cultural industry as a driving force of  urban economic 
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growth, this article is to explore an analysis framework built on the introduction of cultural 
capital into the process of urban renewal. 
2.2 The Concept of Cultural Capital and Its Extension
“Cultural capital” is a sociological concept first articulated by Pierre Bourdieu, which 
Bourdieu proposed by extending the concept of capital in Marxist economics. It is a special 
capital form that presents the actor’s advantage and disadvantage status of culture. Bourdieu 
distinguishes the culture capital into three subtypes (Bourdieu，1986) and the second type is 
objectified cultural capital, that is, the objects in physical state. Specifically, it includes books, 
paintings, antiques, scientific instruments and other material and cultural wealth. In 
Bourdieu's capital theory, the concept of cultural capital is the most important, on which he 
made most detailed analysis.
We borrow the concept of cultural capital from Bourdieu, at the same time extend its 
physical form, specifically referring to urban space and places with certain historical and 
cultural value. It can be a city, a place or a community, traditional or contemporary. But the 
crucial feature is, in these urban space and places, particular local history, culture and ways 
of production and life, which are worth preserving and inheriting, can be condensed or 
concentrated and shared among more people and places. Obviously, compared with the 
transmission or conveyance of  Bourdieu's cultural capital, such as collection and 
transmission of antiques, the cultural capital existing in physical form̶urban space and 
places̶can be directly inherited. The traditional urban space and places constitute urban 
built heritage and exist as important local cultural capital.
2.3 Interpreting Urban Renewal with Cultural Capital
According to the concept of cultural capital, urban renewal can be understood in this way, 
i.e. urban renewal is an ongoing process of activation, creation and accumulation of urban 
cultural capital. Yet in urban renewal, profits gained through culture capital are positively 
correlated to the amount of cultural capital which urban actors (the participants of urban 
renewal) have access to as well as they possess by themselves (embodied cultural capital, 
existing as the first subtype in Bourdieu's concept of cultural capital) 2 ). Colloquially, the 
higher cultural literacy (like habitus, hobby and taste) and cultural capacity (like appreciation 
capacity, value selection and professional knowledge and skills) that the participants, 
decision-makers and executors of  urban renewal own, and the more cultural capital in 
physical form they control in urban renewal process, then the higher cultural, economic and 
social benefits can be brought to the city after renewing. Thus, of course it is of some subtle 
historical fortuity to realize the activation and creation of cultural capital in urban renewal. 
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3. Discovering Urban Cultural Resources 
In view of the disadvantages of large-scale physical renewal, the article focuses discussion on 
activation of cultural capital in urban renewal, i.e. how to stimulate the potential urban 
cultural capital. Speaking of cultural capital may start from cultural resources. Due to the 
diverse statuses of natural geography, history evolution and social development of various 
cities, there are huge differences in possessing cultural capital among different cities and 
regions. For many cities and regions, the difficulty lies in the discovering of urban cultural 
resources. 
3.1 Collecting Clues of Local Culture and History 
In the project of Jieguan Lane Historical District, the ancient Tengzhou City just looks like 
an emerging city with barely any relics of antiquity left, except historical rumors spread in 
streets and lanes and stories written in historical records. The site is adjacent to Shanguo 
Middle Road in the east. Along the road lie the library, museum and other public facilities. 
Among the buildings under construction within the site, Jieguan Pavilion complex, which 
will serve as an antique city, are pseudo-classic buildings mainly distributed in Jieguan Lane. 
To deal with the problem of lacking information about historic and cultural resources in the 
site, a collection activity was taken by the Leading Group Office for the Construction Project 
of Jieguan Lane Historical District, in which the objectives of the programme were stated 
quite clearly:
In order to discover and inherit local distinct history and culture, create cultural tourism 
industry brand, and strive for the accreditation of national historical and cultural city, the 
municipal party committee and government have started construction of Jieguan Lane 
Historical and Cultural District. Now we solicit clues about literature and history of Jieguan 
Lane publicly so that high-standard planning and high-level construction are ensured and 
cultural charm of ancient Tengzhou will be originally shown. (The Leading Group Office for 
the Construction Project of Jieguan Lane Historical District, Tengzhou, 2013) 
The collection included three categories. First was what reflect historic views of Jieguan 
Lane, and second were those reporting important historic buildings like Jieguan Pavilion, 
while third was about the Huang family and their iron memorial archway. All the above 
mainly comprised historic views, events, layout, style, folk crafts, customs, social life, etc. 
related to Jieguan Lane and buildings there. The collection was in form of cultural relics, 
photos, text, videos, witnesses, clues of interview and so on. The above collected information 
involved local cultural landscape and Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity, which 
includes practices, expressions, knowledge, skills and tools, objects, handicrafts, and cultural 
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space related to communities, groups and in some cases individual cognition（Huang，
2006）. Through launching citizens to participate in collecting clues about local history and 
culture, the Leading Group Office for the Construction Project tried to discover local 
cultural resources.
3.2 Gathering Cultural Elements in the Site
As urban planners and designers, we not only focus on the construction of physical space in 
urban renewal, but also concern about remains of  local traditional intangible cultural 
heritage. Through extensively reviewing the historical literature, field visiting Jieguan Lane 
District, and interviewing local residents, we actively explore local cultural resources that are 
popular among local residents or they have got used to. What arouse our interest first are 
some urban cultural symbols with full local characteristics, such as a kind of local drama, 
bamboo toys making, specialty pies, legend of Lu Ban, etc., and daily life scenes in streets 
and lanes, pancake stalls along the streets, papermaking workshops, workshops mounting 
calligraphy and paintings, and the like (Figure 4). It is in these very cultural symbols and 
urban streetscapes that the real meaning and sense of place are implied. But in many cases, 
Figure 4 　Scenes of daily life on the streets within the site
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if  there is no assurance of  specific system, these basic factors of  intangible culture are 
seldom contained in physical plan. Due to the change of land use in renewal plans, cultural 
elements like local ways of life, traditional customs are gradually forgotten, or faced with 
threat of extinction.
What arouse our interest secondly are the residences in the quarters brimming with charm 
and atmosphere. Most buildings in the site are self-built by local residents in 1970s, which 
may also be called “village in city”. Most of them are one or two-storey with general quality. 
A small number of public buildings and newly-built residences among them are multi-storey. 
Literally, the residential area has distinct characters in urban texture, spatial layout and 
secular sceneries. Most buildings are courtyard-style. The yards vertically or horizontally 
expand according to vertical and horizontal orientation of  alleys. The outer walls of 
buildings are covered with colored paint of bright colors. In addition, the streets and lanes 
are clean and tidy. The district is very different from the stereotype of what a village in city is 
(Figure 5).
Urban residential areas often vary in patterns, which reflect many conditions like urban 
politics, economy, society and culture. Carefully treating each kind of residential area would 
virtually keep the traditional urban life styles and regional culture. Therefore, we extend the 
connotation of cultural resource in Jieguan Lane District, and identify the secular life scenes 
and folk residences in the site as cultural resources with regional characters of this district 
Figure 5　Self-built housings of local residents within the site
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and also of Tengzhou.
4. Stimulating Urban Cultural Capital
It is only the first step for urban renewal planning to fully explore urban cultural resources. 
Those cultural resources that have been carefully discovered remain to be activated into 
cultural capital, through which substantial benefits and effects of urban renewal are gained.
4.1 From Local Cultural Resources to Cultural Capital
There is still a difference between urban cultural resource and urban cultural capital. 
According to the view of Marxist political economics, capital is a kind of value that can 
bring surplus value. That is to say, capital is what attaches with value and can bring new 
value. In urban renewal, urban culture resource that can bring new value can be called urban 
cultural capital. But not all the resources can be directly considered as urban cultural capital. 
Taking Jieguan Lane as an example, historical allusions under its name can be called a 
cultural resource. But if  the lane has no physical form related to the allusions, there is no 
significance of sightseeing. It is not attractive enough for local and foreign tourists to come 
or produce any additional consumption there. Of course, the story can be circulated in the 
form of text, books, or oral, even completely separated from Jieguan Lane. Therefore, a 
physical form is necessarily needed for urban cultural resources to attach to and then become 
urban cultural capital. In urban renewal, the physical form is space and places. It is also the 
original point of reconstruction of buildings like Jieguan Pavilion.
In the project of Jieguan Lane Historical District, urban life space and residences in the 
site are also identified as cultural resources with regional characters in the district, while 
cannot be directly counted as urban cultural capital. This is because, for the residents, only if  
cultural resources become cultural capital will they gain real benefits. Houses are residents ' 
assets, but not capital (Soto 2003). Through planning, the values of each building that would 
be partly or fully preserved can be shown in official planning files. When economic potential 
of real assets is expressed as some kind of information for certain, economic themes related 
then can be used safe. Economic actors including local residents can find and make use of 
potential in the assets so as to create new value. This is to create capital with local assets.
In other words, before the renewal, this district was an area to be cleared with an uncertain 
date. The benchmark price of  residences mainly contains land price of  the district and 
residents' self-built housing prices. Yet in fact, sales rarely happen with few migrants. 
Through the preservative planning of  renewal and renovation, the vast majority of  the 
residential buildings are retained as buildings and places with regional history, culture, 
lifestyle, and custom of the past. Then the same house has the additional value of historical 
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and cultural capital, besides the price of  land and private construction. That is to say, 
through the renewal plan with value judgment and identification, buildings and environment 
of  the district were first identified as cultural resources and then produced additional 
function and value besides dwelling. The economic potential of assets in the district was 
determined. Life history and physical landscape in the district became capital (or realized 
their capitalization). The mode of living and housing characteristics could also become 
cultural capital and enter the larger trade circle to circulate and exchange, which was mainly 
realized by attracting tourism consumption and investment activities.
There may be a question̶what would happen if  buildings were totally demolished and 
reconstructed? From the aspect of economy, of course, there would be a new property price 
for the newly-built in this site. But what the original residents gained from the relocation is 
most likely the previous residential benchmark price, and most of them would be forced to 
move away. From the perspective of culture, construction of new physical space may also 
produce and create new cultural capital, but not the existing/potential cultural capital 
stimulated in urban renewal. What’s more, the reasonable logic is that if  one is unable to 
recognize the existing cultural resources and then activate them into cultural capital, he/she is 
bound to have no capability to create new cultural capital, either. For decades multitudes of 
urban renewal practices in developing countries have relentlessly and irrefutably proved this 
basic logic.
4.2 Levels of Stimulating Local Cultural Capital
According to the above illustration about the differences between cultural resource and 
cultural capital, in the process of stimulating cultural capital of Jieguan Lane Historical 
District, the plan consists of  three levels in order to adaptively associate with different 
potential consumers in the future. Therefore the composition of cultural capital of different 
levels is determined in the same district. 
The first level focuses on the pseudo-classic Jieguan Pavilion and its annex that were 
already under construction. They would serve as part of the status quo. This kind of fake 
rehabilitation or reconstruction had a higher degree of awareness in the ordinary people, 
including local officials. On the other hand, in the conservation of urban historical heritage, 
what annoys people most is replacing the old and authentic with the new and fake due to 
ignorance, vanity and greediness. Nonetheless, the very original historic sites hardly exist 
because of the reasons of nature, history and so on. Tolerate attitudes might as well be 
shown to some recreation of the ancient by imitating, reproducing and reconstructing the 
history, which is seeking to establish some kind of association among ancient and modern, 
elegance and vulgarity, imagination and nostalgia. According to archaeological discoveries, 
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the widespread “Zhuge Hut in Nanyang, and Ziyun Pavilion in Xishu” 3 ) are fabricated fake 
monuments, while monuments like Pudong Temple and Plum Blossom Temple which were 
built according to Romance of the West Chamber and The Peony Pavilion 4) are apocryphal 
ones of  literary creations. If  having survived till nowadays, they would have also been 
regarded as authentic. These types can be described as “retro-art” (Li, 2007). Based on this 
point, Tengzhou Iron Archway is planned to be rebuilt near the intersection plaza of 
Beiguan Street and Qianjin Road, combined with historical allusions of Jieguan Lane and 
Jieguan Pavilion which were under construction, in order to create the ancient Tengzhou 
imagery together. Here ordinary people’s need of general understanding of ordinary historic 
details was satisfied rather than scholars’ and historians’ deliberate emphasis on the historic 
facts.
The second level focuses on the past prosperous commerce in Jieguan Lane District from 
the historical record, mainly performing by the newly-built part along the main streets. But it 
is not antique style of Ming and Qing Dynasty as some local officials advocated. If  so, it is 
to construct fake monuments. Instead, the plan adopts folk building styles and patterns 
Figure 6　Traditional folk style architecture and space and illustration of their reproduction
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Figure 7　Illustration of entrance space of Beiguan Street in the northern District
Figure 8　Illustrations of Jieguan Lane and eastern entrance spaces of the District
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which are common in southwest of Shandong Province, such as business street, opera stage, 
courtyard, etc., altogether to construct historic image of Jieguan Lane District (Figure 6, 7, 
and 8). However, only these could not arouse empathy from other culture consumers who 
have relative appreciation ability, aesthetic taste and pursuit of authentic value. So the third 
level is to retain the existing residence, cottage industry, workshop production and living style 
with regional characters. Here, the understanding of  historical heritage and historical 
preservation district are further extended to the conservation of residential areas’ characters.
4.3 Planning Practice of Stimulating Cultural Capital in Jieguan Lane Historical District 
The concepts and ideas above still need to be translated into planning language and methods. 
In the urban renewal planning of  Jieguan Lane Historical District Project, the special 
context of regional history and development continues through the combination of different 
means like new construction, reconstruction and preservation. In the spatial aspect, 
recreation of district’s historic image is combined with respect for existing image of the site 
by various ways, such as demolition, reconstruction and conservation, based on an accurate 
assessment of existing buildings and space (Figure 9 and 10). And in the social aspect, by 
creating public space, controlling commercial industry and many other methods, integration 
of different people like users, visitors and residents would be realized.
As to the renovation of the old residential buildings, the ground floor facade is to be 
properly reformed, in order to enhance its openness and commonality. For instance, part of 
the street facades would be open for business, using glass doors and windows that are 
energy-savings and have good air tightness. Walls would be repainted with its original color. 
Grilles or other decorative materials would be added to the facades of buildings at some 
special section to highlight node spaces. Pavements and furnitures of the streets and lanes 
inside residential areas and infrastructures would be upgraded to enhance the environment 
quality. In addition, appropriate external wall thermal insulation technology, prefabricated 
green roof and other ecological renovation would be applied and promoted to improve the 
environmental efficiency.
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Figure 9　The master plan
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5. Conversion of Urban Culture Capital into Other Capital Forms 
According to Bourdieu, capital contains four forms including economic, cultural, social 
(relationships) and symbolic capitals. These four forms are interchangeable (Bourdieu, 1973, 
1986; Gong, 2009). Here we focus on the conversion of cultural capital into economic and 
social ones.
5.1 Ways of the Conversion of Cultural Capital 
In certain conditions, cultural capital can be converted into economic and social ones. In an 
era in which cities drive regional and national developments, cities’ capability of attracting 
all kinds of capital has become a decisive factor to be ahead of the regional, national and 
international competition. Therefore, it has become an important urban development 
strategy to enhance cities’ capabilities in the era of globalization, which is also projected in 
all aspects of social and physical forms including urban landscape and built environment. 
Besides offering more public space to local residents and creating more abundant urban life 
for them, there’s an increasing requirement for satisfying a much wider range of public taste 
and tourists’ demand. For the flowing material, social and economic capital, urban physical 
environment must be attractive, diverse and inclusive. Therefore, by stimulating own cultural 
capital through fierce competition of effective space and cultural resources, some cities would 
Figure 10　Bird's-eye view drawing of the district plan
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obtain attention and concentration of social and economic capital.
In the urban renewal of which Jieguan Lane Historical District Project is a representative, 
the path of conversion of culture capital into economic and social capital is as follows̶
First is to explore local cultural resources and stimulate urban culture capital based on the 
former. Then the urban physical planning should get approval, which may also be realized 
through legalization of regulatory detailed planning in other cases, and be admitted by the 
public, finally be completed. Thus the conversion can be fixed and institutionalized. 
5.2 Media of the Conversion of Cultural Capital
Traditional (or contemporary, or modern) and distinctive space and places in the city 
produce regional identity and continuity, which exist as an important carrier of local culture 
and then may constitute the built heritage of the city. In this sense, it is a kind of non-
renewable urban cultural resources as well as special urban cultural capital. Specifically, it is 
a kind of capital without mobility due to its geographic immovability. This kind of cultural 
capital not only can attract plenty of economic and social capital to accumulate in the city, 
but also itself  be converted into economic and social capital.
The culture capital existing in the form of built heritage transforms into economic and 
social capital mainly by planning and designing corresponding physical space based on those 
built patterns to retain and inherit traditional production, life, commerce and culture 
activities. Then through these activities, economic profits are produced and social concerns, 
events and talents gather and fuse in the district, which demonstrates that space and places 
are the key media of conversion of cultural capital into economic and social capital. In 
urban renewal, the conversion of activated cultural capital into economic and social capital 
is a kind of creative integration and reconstruction based on existing or imagery space and 
places. It is realized through keeping certain regional life style and activities and meanwhile 
introducing new economic and social activities.
What needs to be pointed out is, when the so-called imagery space and places become the 
space and places as media of conversion of cultural capital, historic space and places may be 
found in a way̶lost and found, and fractured and continued again̶in the process of 
urban renewal. That is, the authentic monuments have been destroyed and vanished due to 
various reasons, but renovated and rebuilt ones will appear, and even fake ones will appear 
stately and grandiose. This is the phenomenon of pseudo-classicism or imitating the antique 
in the inheritance of urban cultural capital, of which the essence is a process of reproduction 
to achieve the converting from cultural capital into other forms. But in the view of orthodox 
historical conservators, this should be terribly opposed and eliminated. 
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5.3 Conversion of Cultural Capital in Jieguan Lane Historical District
In the practice of urban renewal, the conversion of local cultural capital into economic 
capital and social capital needs design and implementation of the renewal planning as a 
specific path, renewal and construction of  urban physical space as direct media. In the 
renewal planning of Jieguan Lane Historical District, the path and media mentioned above 
need to be presented by thought, idea and approach of planning.
The planning maintains the original road structure and sorts up the streets, lanes and 
passages inside the self-built residential area, forming a grid structure. The main streets 
retain their widths, including three specifications: 9 m, 7 m and 6 m, so as to maintain the 
friendly and comfortable sense of scale in the streets. Four different streets are also given 
different function themes and characteristics patterns, which are̶ancient implication in 
the new street̶Jieguan Lane Cultural Street, combination of the new and the old̶
Beiguan Commercial Street, contrast of the new and the old̶Qianjin Cuisine Street, and 
new activation of the old lane̶Residential street (Figure 11). Additionally, according to 
different locations in the streets, and based on concentrated construction and spatial 
renovation, six distinctive areas are planned in the district, which focus on showing regional 
Figure 11　Four main streets planned in the historic district
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history, culture, urban changes, traditional handicrafts and folk custom as well as provide 
foods and cuisine of traditional flavor. As to the node space design, a tourism marketing 
strategy is adopted to create ten scenic spots at major space throughout the historical 
district.
To sum up, in the renewal planning of  Jieguan Lane Historical District, stimulating 
cultural capital is mainly achieved by planning and designing such corresponding physical 
space as the iron memorial arch square, the ancient opera garden, handicraft square, cuisine 
yard, specialty food street, etc. for preservation and inheritance of local traditional culture, 
production, life and business activities. And through the process of stimulating, inheritance 
of local culture, diversified neighborhood activities and various spatial patterns are closely 
associated, aggregated and integrated, which not only activate daily life atmosphere of the 
district, but also fully express the deep connotation of historical and cultural district. That is, 
the cultural capital of Jieguan Lane Historical District is converted into economic and social 
capital through the reproduction of those planned spaces.
6. Stimulating Urban Cultural Capital to Promote Rational Urban Renewal
The introduction of the concept of cultural capital into urban renewal, make us have the 
chance to reexamine the history and present situation of urban development, changes and 
differentiation of lifestyle, and choose a rational way of renewal, thus to reduce the large-
scale demolition, damage to the social, historical and cultural resources and waste of expense 
on physical facilities.
6.1 Stimulation and Spread of Cultural Capital
Urban renewal is a reproduction of  space as well as a kind of  broad local behavior. 
Accumulation of cultural capital usually carries on by the reproduction, which means urban 
cultural capital can be constantly accumulated through urban renewal. However, it is not 
enough to stimulate cultural capital only in one place. If  life history and humanity landscape 
of one place were solely preserved, local people could realize the importance of local history 
and identity, but foreign visitors or even visitors from surrounding cities might not come 
specially. Thus, the benefits brought by activation of  cultural capital couldn’t improve 
remarkably. But if  that basically happens in most places and a network of regional historical 
and cultural landscape is formed, it could develop full potential of changing the society. This 
at the same time would require that history and culture of various places should be more 
delicate in the way of differentiation in urban renewal. Besides the common quality, specific 
characteristics should also exist among various places. So when cultural capital is 
accumulated in more and more places, the rough urban renewal idea and extensive way of 
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renovation in the present would also exert a subtle reverse.
6.2 Stimulation and Balance of Cultural Capital
Nevertheless, urban renewal is a substantial investment process after all. Local government 
will definitely calculate the rate of return. The purpose of stimulating urban cultural capital 
and its conversion to other capital is to raise the city’s comprehensive quality, not only 
ensure a better future living condition for local residents, but also satisfy investors’ demand 
for immediate profits, and consider officials’ objectives under the performance appraisal 
mechanism. In short, urban renewal projects have a high degree of social and economic 
characteristics. Therefore, in urban renewal, besides establishing a consensus on cultural 
capital, in the specific process of exploration, activation and conversion of urban culture 
capital, all stakeholders including governments at all levels, developers and residents should 
wrestle on the basis of overall and long-term interests of cities and districts, hold a rational 
attitude of urban renewal, and guarantee the balance through specific planning and policy.
Conclusion
As an important and inevitable process of  urban development, urban renewal should 
promote local vitality and prosperity, preserve and inherit regional culture, construct and 
strengthen local identity as well. And stimulating local cultural capital in urban renewal will 
not only epitomize the local culture and history, make the public obtain more cultural self-
confidence and self-consciousness, but also help us reflect the way of urban renewal and 
pattern of urban development, even further determine the future of our cities.
Notes
 1)  All the pictures in the article come from the text of Urban Renewal Planning of Jieguan Lane 
Historical District, Tengzhou, Shandong Province, by Shanghai Tongji Urban Planning 
Research and Design Institute, 2014. 
 2)  According to Bourdieu, antique collecting can be elaborated as following: For a genuine 
antique collector, besides his strong economic strength, he must also have the proper foundation 
of  conceptually and/or historically prior cultural capital, specifically, rich knowledge of 
collection, exquisite artistic appreciation, and high cultural accomplishment. Profits obtained 
through the cultural capital are proportional to the quantities of objectified cultural capital as 
well as embodied cultural capital that the actors possess. 
 3)  The saying is taken from a famous essay by a poet of Tang Dynasty. Zhuge Liang was an 
outstanding statesman and strategist in Chinese three kingdoms time. Ziyun(Yang Xiong) was a 
leading litterateur in the Western Han Dynasty in Chinese history. Both Nanyang and Xishu 
are places respectively in today’s Henan and Sichuan Provinces.
 4)  Romance of the West Chamber is a drama of Yuan Dynasty, and The Peony Pavilion is a play 
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of Ming Dynasty. Both of them are of Chinese Four Great Classical Dramas.
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